Mostly sunny
after morning
low fog.
Highs in the
60s and 70s.

Single parents
targeted in
"family values"
campaign.

Men’s golf
coach swings
In the right
direction.

See page 2...
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Evans reacts to survey results
By Joanne Griffith Domingue

Into how campus members get
each
other.
with
along
Students, faculty and staff completed extensive questionnaires. The results were analyzed, and on Oct. 5, Evans
released the results to his vice
presidents, the chair of the academic senate, the Spartan
Daily, and to those who worked
on the survey.
"It’s a benchmark because
there’s nothing else," Evans
said. "It’s a starting point.

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

MARCH-) JOSE SANCHEZ

SPARTAN DAILY

SJSU President J. Handel Evans

Campus climate may now be
a buzzword for referring to the
emotional atmosphere at a university.
"But it wasn’t when we started the work on our campus climate survey in 1992," said J.
Handel Evans, president of San
Jose State University, at his
press conference Tuesday.
Evans asked the human relations board, in 1992, to look

Everything before (about people’s feelings concerning campus) was all anecdotal. This is
the first time this information is
in statistical format."
One critic suggested 1,556
student responses, 6.1 percent
of those enrolled, was too small
a sample to draw conclusions.
"It’s all I’ve got," Evans said. "I
can’t ignore it, and I want to see
If we can make things better."
"Of all the groups mentioned
in the survey, the black faculty

and staff appear to me to be the
most affected," Evans said.
"That troubles me. They
responded with such vehemence, and it was a pattern
that kept coming up."
Michael Ego, director of the
campus climate survey, suggested one response to the survey may be to make an ethnic
studies course part of the general education requirements.
"The survey offers valuable
information. But it won’t be

central; it may even be peripheral," Evans said in response to
the question about ethnic studies and general education.
In other actions, Evans confirmed the appointment of
Connie Lurie, SJSU ’64, to the
president’s advisory board.
"We meet once a quarter
over lunch. They are alumni
and/or interested community
members, and they help me feel
the temperature of the commuSee Evans, page 3

SJSU solicits
alumni support
Fund raising made easier
By Nancy J. Zamani
Spartan Daily Stan Writer

Not too many years ago, it
was difficult for alumni to give
money supporting San Jose
State University.
It was hard to find the right
contact person. Alumni in the
California State University
system frequently felt little
responsibility to their alma
mater and the university system itself, being state-funded,
discouraged contributions to
avoid conflict with the
University of California sysTim
said
tem,
SJSU
Musselman,
alumnus and chairman of the campus’s
Annual Fund.
Musselman is one
of the contact peoto
working
ple
improve SJSU’s fund-raising
effort. In fact, students graduating in 1995 can expect to
receive a letter asking for contributions from him next year.
"We are trying to create
a large, stable base of donors who give regularly, and
by opening the door for people to get involved," said Alex
A. Sydnor, explaining the
mission.
Fund’s
Annual
Sydnor is an associate director in the Office of University
Advancement.
The Annual Fund began in
1986, when the CSU system
moved from being state-funded to state-supported. It raises money exclusively for campus academic programs such
faculty
scholarships,
as
research, limited faculty and

student travel, lab equipment,
library books and on-line
computer services. Fund raising was performed by a professional telemarketing firm,
Sydnor said. In 1989, fund
raising went in-house, using
paid staff members. But this
was an expensive way to raise
money, and the need grew for
volunteers.
"Telemarketing costs $.35
to $.40 on the dollar," Sydnor
said. "Volunteers cost less
than $.05 on the dollar."
"Phone-A-Thons" are now
staffed by paid student volunteers, but
the volunteer Annual
Fund Committee now
uses direct mail and
personal contact.
"Essentially we target
alums in two phases:
recruiting alums excited
about being involved with the
campus, and then finding out
who they know and who has
good potential to donate,"
Sydnor said.
Donors can either contribute money to be used
wherever needed, or can
specifically target its use.
Most funds raised are distributed to the deans of the eight
colleges on campus at the
end of the fiscal year on June
30. Donations restricted to a
specific purpose are distributed quarterly.
Last year, the Annual Fund
raised $760,000, but this year
the goal is $1 million. The
average donation is $85, but
Musselman said the goal is
See Fund page 3

JEANETTE L. Has
Crdy Chang, biochemistry junior, and David Sims, liberal studies senior, practice for social dance class Tuesday in Spartan Complex
SI-Wink%

Wrap your holidays up with a job
Career Center brings businesses to SJSU
By Tim Schwalbach
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The Career Planning and
Placement Center is presenting
Holiday Job Recruitment 1994
today from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the Umunhum room of the
Student Union.
On a drop-in basis, students
will have the opportunity to seek
part-time and full-time employment by completing applications
and interviewing with the eight

attendance:
in
companies
Sears,
Macy’s,
Emporium,
Nordstrom, The Good Guys,
Montgomery Ward, J.C. Penney
and UPS.
The majority of job positions
are in sales and sales-support
fields. The one exception is
UPS, which is hiring package
handlers.
"The employers are very eager
to come on campus and there
are many job openings avail-

able," Donna Gilmour, employer
relations representative, said.
Makuba Sekommbo, a chemical engineering major, will be
looking for a part-time job for the
holiday season. He was informed
of the day’s event through a flier
his friend gave him.
Each of the eight companies
will have several different representatives at designated tables.
Bay Area malls such as:
Valley Fair, Eastridge, Oakridge,
Westgate and Vallco will hire for
sales employment.
"This is -a one-stop shopping

point for students and employers. It is convenient, accessible
and it should give students the
edge to beat the competition,"
Lina Melkonian, assistant director of Career Planning and
Placement, said.
The bulk of part-time and fulltime positions are temporary
seasoaal jobs, but there is
always the opportunity to
acquire permanent employment
with
the employers. said
Gilmour.
This is the first year the Career
See Jobs. page 3

College students survive on caffeine
By Lana M..lang
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

CHRIS GONZALB

SFARTAN DAILY

Laura Martinez, left, and Greg Jaques stop for coffee at Cafe de Roma near SJSU.

There is a stimulant most
students know well. They
drink it in the morning or
late at night, or both, to
keep themselves awake for
studying or class lectures.
It comes in many forms
The most popular is a bittertasting substance called
coffee.
That stimulant is called
caffeine and although it can
cause a dependency for its
users, the connections with
cancer or heart disease

aren’t conclusive, Health
Center Staff Physician Dr. F.
Hase Rodenbaugh said.
"Many studies have tried
to nail caffeine to be lousy
stuff ever since I started
practicing. But they can’t
make the charges stick,"
Rodenbaugh said.
Rodenbaugh said caffeine
is one of the least toxic habituating stimulants. It can
cause physiological changes
like headaches, jitters and
rapid heart rate during withdrawal, he said, but symptoms vary with the individual.

engineering
Computer
major Basheer Muhammad
doesn’t feel addicted to
coffee at all, but drinks a little everyday. When he doesn’t drink his morning brew,
he can go about his day
without any symptoms of
withdrawal.
His co-worker, on the
other hand, won’t talk to
anybody In the morning
without drinking her first
two cups of coffee. She
won’t even let anyone
near her cubicle, MuhannSee Caffeine, page 3

studies
have tried to
nail caffeine
since I started
practicing.
But they can’t
make the
charges stick.’

’Many

Dr. F. He Rodenbaugh
Health I rnter Staff Physician
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The Word From Elysium

Traditional families
should be legalized
An, another election year and the rhetoric is
thick on the ground. It has gotten to the point
where you can hardly move without
stepping in some.
One of the most pungent aromas evoked by
politicians’ scarab-gathered bundles is that associated with "traditional family values."
In another example of their usual scapegoating
tactics, politicians have targeted a relatively
defenseless group (meaning they don’t have a
professional lobby) and blamed them for problems that lawmakers consistently fail to deal with.
Unwed mothers and otherwise single parents
are being blamed for the problems caused by
poverty.
They are being blamed for the increase in juvenile crime. They’re blamed for the decline of the
"traditional family," and they’re blamed for poverty itself.
The people who are raising children singlehandedly, either through choice or necessity, are
not the people responsible for the government’s
refusal to eliminate poverty.
What politicians think of as a traditional family
is the nuclear family of the ’50s. Since they grew
up in that environment, they hold the erroneous
belief that anything else is a "breakdown of
society"
The nuclear family is a relatively recent and
peculiarly American phenomenon, and there is
nothing traditional about it.
Truly traditional families are what is called the
extended family where three or four generations
share the same home.
The nuclear family has little to offer in modern
times. The reality that both parents need to work
to make ends meet means children receive little,

Kevin Moore
columnist

if any, more parental guidance than a single parent is able to provide.
Extended families, the dominant traditional
form throughout the world, allow for constant
supervision of children by grandparents, aunts
and uncles or older children and cousins.
The sharing of expenses among two or three
generations of working adults means any mortgage is easily paid off, and extended periods of
unemployment don’t result in extended periods
of homelessness.
Naturally other traditional family forms are illegal in the United States. Bigamy, polygamy,
polyandry and group marriages are all traditional
family forms in other cultures. Legislation forbidding them violates the separation of church
and state.
Imagine what legalizing polygamy and
polyandry could do to the divorce rate in
America. It could virtually be eliminated. Imagine
what eliminating laws against group marriage
could mean to the bisexual community.
Who is to say that others can’t live in the manner that suits them best?
Me, I’m in favor of the good old-fashioned
extended family. So get ready Grandma Mom
and Dad and Uncle John and Aunt Floss, Cousins
Tom and Cindy, my sister Susan with her husband Jeff and little Joey and me are all gonna
move into your three-bedroom ranch.
The neighborhood will echo with the peaceful
sounds of family squabbles as we all return to traditional family values.
Kevin Moore is a Daily
columnist. His column
appears every Wednesday.

Letters to the Editor

Let pigskins decide academic reputations
Dear Editor
I have watched with alarm as
the argument about the comparative value of an SJSU education
versus an Ivy League education
has escalated in the Spartan
Daily Letters to the Editor.
Indeed, the primary combat
ants, Mr. Chan and Mr. Kahn,
are both in my weather forecasting lab for 10 hours
each week.
In the interest of resolving
this war of words before my
classroom erupts in a royal

rumble over Spartan pride, I
have a proposal that both Mr.
Chan and Mr. Kahn agree will
resolve this debate for once
and for all.
It is based on the premise that
a school’s academic reputation
is inversely proportional to its
pigskin prowess.
If you join Mr. Chan and Mr.
Kahn in accepting this premise,
then you realize SJSU has
already academically bested
Baylor, Stanford, and Berkeley
quite convincingly while we
struggled but ultimately pre-

vailed against Washington.
Next year SJSU should schedule football games against the
Ivy League.
Then, assuming we prove ourselves scholastically superior
on the gridiron against Harvard,
Yale, and Princeton, we will
stand alone at the pinnacle of
academia.
Well almost at the top; we’ll
have to concede the summit to
Southwest Louisiana.
Doug Sinton
Associate Professor
Meteorology

1’14E NEW MISSIoN
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Writer’s Forum

Emigrants discover,

immigrants adjust
I had been tutoring a Vietnamese "boat family"
in reading and speaking English when I asked
myself one day how I would adjust to living in
another country.
One year later I put my question to the test and
joined the ranks of those emigrating from this
country. I returned as an immigrant four
years later.
Here are just a few things, both important and
trivial, I learned after living and working in a third
world country and coming back home to live.
As an emigrant to another country:
...I missed the United States until I developed a
regional perspective of my new location
and "home."
...I had to learn a new and difficult language. By
the time I left I could only problem-solve.
...I discovered the power of the emotions
behind not being able to speak
helplessness,
insecurity, frustration and prejudice.
...At the same time, I realized 50 percent of
communication is nonverbal, unspoken the
expression in people’s eyes, their gestures and
body language.
...With that realization, I relaxed, learned to
enjoy it and travelled without any qualms wherever I went, discovering new ways to get
information.
...To work among the poor in a third world
country was among the most moving and significant experiences of my life.
...People everywhere share a sense of humor

I was very upset after reading
your article "UPD tickets bicyclists" (Oct. 6). It sounds to me
like students are caught in a
Catch-22.
First we’re encouraged to find
alternative forms of transportation to avoid the parking garage
hassle. And then, we’re restricted and fined for using bicycles,
skateboards and roller blades.
I am shocked that no bike
lanes are planned for San Carlos
Street. Student access, in whatever form, should be a

first priority.
This area links the residence
halls, Seventh Street garage,
and three major educational
facilities to the rest of campus.
Since it’s closure. it’s been
the safest and easiest way to
travel between 10th and Fourth
streets.
Denying bicyclists a neutral
place to ride forces us onto San
Salvador and San Fernandowhere we have to deal with
downtown drivers and frustrated students trying to park.
Seventh Street garage services students who commute by

car. It was under construction
all last year.
No effort has been made to
create just one bike lane on
campus for those of us
who ride.
Fining bicyclists is just
neglecting the problem. We
need a compromise that works
for both the UPD and the
student body.

Lisa Ricci
Senior
Photography

Opinion page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions
to the page are encouraged.
Any letter or column for the Opinion page must
be in the Letters to the Editor’s box in the Spartan
Daily newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209.
Articles may also be mailed to the Opinion
Editor, the Spartan Daily, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State

N.’

R

University, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a
3.5-inch disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.

Faculty Advisers
Mack Lundstrom
Jim McNay

Forum F.ditor
Sports Editor
Features Editor

and a love of music. These common pleasures
break down barriers and bring people together.
...I was surprised to find that Mickey Mouse is
as much a movie idol overseas as Clint Eastwood
is here in United States.
As an immigrant to this country four
years later:
...The United States seemed to be a complex
country with a complicated society after I had
lived in a simple and sheltered third world
country.
...I was out of the mainstream and knew it. I
had to "catch up" if I was to get back "in."
...I had lost track of ordinary and local news,
as well as what had happened to celebrities and
famous people. I asked a lot of stupid questions.
...The problem of homelessness had become
more prevalent in United States since I had left.
One of my first papers at school was research on
the homeless as reported in three of the largest
metropolitan newspapers in the country.
...It was very difficult to adjust to the amount
of crime and racial prejudice here.
I encourage every young person who has not
had the opportunity to do so to spend time, work
or live in another country.
It is important to gain a perspective on what
"works" or does not "work" in other societies and
governments and the ability of people to adjust
or react to living under a diverse array of
circumstances.

Women equally important in Catholic Church
Dear Editor
I’d like to respond to
Heather Hayes’ article "True
religion
sees women
as
equals" (Oct. 10).
First of all, I would like to say
that I am a Catholic by tradition
and by choice. She wrote that
the "Roman Catholic Church
oppresses
women
in
many ways."
It would be wise, Heather, if
you knew what the Catholic
Church offers women before
make
a
statement
you
such as that.
The Catholic Church honors
one of the most important
women in Christianity for her
courage, wisdom, and love, and
for being a great mother.
Her name is Mary.
The Church is also one of the
only religions in the world that
recognizes the accomplishments of women in the Church.

We call them saints.
We live in a very large county
named after one, Santa Clara.
And don’t forget Joan of Arc,
who by our standards was
regarded as a feminist.
The Catholic Church is also
one of the only religions that
has religious orders for women
who service the Church.
We call them nuns.
They are missionaries and
teachers, and they are all over
the world universal, which is
the definition of Catholic.
If you were asked to to name
a religious woman who is
known throughout the world
for her accomplishments, most
people would say Mother
Teresa and she’s Catholic.
Women in the Catholic
Church are seen as an equally
of
the
part
Important
family as well.
Motherhood is seen as a gift
being able to bear and nur-

ture children. Abortion is also
not a "women’s issue," it is a
"life issue."
The Catholic Church is
pro-life.
You were right to say that
God is not a man or a woman.
God is a spiritual being we as
humans can not comprehend.
Jesus was a man though, and
he started the Catholic Church
by gathering 12 men, called
apostles, to spread Jesus’
gospel throughout the world.
Men are only ordained as
priests because they act as
Jesus did at the last supper and
crucifixion, in our masses and
in the sacraments they give to
people.
So the next time you want to
criticize any religion, see what
the particular religion has to
offer first.
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Compromise essential between bikers, UPD
Dear Editor
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Fund: Alumni organization keeps in touch
From page 1

SJSU’S WEEKLY CALENDAR

’Way
Action for a Real Democracy
in Mexico

502 Years of Resistance, 5:3010
p.m., ENG 189. Call Alberto,
287-3347.

AS. Campus Recreation

Session #2 Sign-ups begun. Call
Jodi, 924-5950.

Biological Sciences
Department

Seminar, 1:30 p.m., DH 135. Call
924-4900.

Buhver-Lytton English Club

Meeting, 12:30pm, FO 104. Call
Lara Stunning, 293-0183.

Career Planning
& Placement

&ISU Chaoleaden

Cheer workshop, 7:30pm,
artan Complex #6. Call
924-5950.

SJSU international Center

Council Travel/Council on International Educational Exchange,
12:30 p.m., SU Costanoan Room.
Call Leanne or Vivian, 924-6570.

thuirsday
CALMECA Project

Meeting, 6 p.m., Chicano
Research Center (WLC 3rd
Floor). Call Patty, 2796917.

Campus Crusade for Christ

Meeting, 8 p.m., SU Almaden
Room. Call 2756518.

on
Recruiting
Employers
Campus for Holiday Jobs, 10
am.-2 p.m., SU Umunhum Room
and Allied Health: Healthy
Careers for the 21st Century
12:30 p.m., SU Almaden Room
and Interviewing for Success,
230 p.m., SU Costanoan Room
and Co-op Orientation, 5:30 p.m.,
SU Almaden Room. Call 924-6033.

Chicanostatbios
in Health Education

Catholic Campus Ministry

Clube Lusitania

Discussion: Women & the
Catholic Church, 7:30 p.m.,
Campus Interfaith Center. Call Fr.
Mark, 298-0204.

Child Development Club

The MCAT, 5:30 p.m., DH 505.
Call Ruben, 297-9310 and
Meeting, 530 p.m., DH 505. Call
Vince, 226-2219.

Chicano/Latino Student
Support Gnitip

cs-s_.sion, Noon-1:30 p.m., ADM
201. Call Brenda, 924-5910.
Meeting, Noon-12:30 p.m., fountain in front of Tower Hall.

Gay, Lesbian
& Himmel Alliance

Bake Sale, from 8:20 am.,
Sweeney Hall Lobby. Call
Maureen, 945-4369.

Come Out & Talk, 2,3:30 p.m., SU
Guadalupe Room. Call Bill or
Hyde, 236-2002.

Disabled Students
Association

The Listening Hour

General Meeting, 3-4 p.m., SU
Almaden Room. Call Irene,
(510) 846-4902.

Marina Grin, piano: Schumann’s
"Scenes from Childhood," 12:301:15 p.m., MB Concert Hall. Call
924-4631.

Fantasy & Strategy Club

Model United Nations

Meeting, AD&D, Jorune, Magic, 5
p.m., SU Costanoan Room. Call
Ken, 924-7097.

Golden Key
National Honor Society

Information Tables, 8 am.-2p.m.,
front of SU. Call 924-3508.

Marketing Club

Orientation Meeting, 4:30-6 p.m.,
SU Pacheco Room. Call Benita,
295-9006.

Mountaineers of SJSU

Bouldering (Bring your rock
shoes & bikes), 4 p.m., meet at
4th & San Carlos St. hot dog
stand Call
395-7515.

Re-entiy Advising Office

Career
Brown-Bag Lunch:
Decision Making, Noon-1:30 p.m.,
SU Pacheco Room. Call Virginia,
924-5930.

Sigma Theta Psi

Meeting, 7 p.m., MH 235. Call
Monaca, 955-8935.
Sikh Student Association
Meeting, 1:30-2 p.m., SU Guadalupe Room. Call liana,
270-9331.

Meeting, 6 p.m., AS Council
Chambers. Call Paul, 298-8556.

Phi Alpha Theta

Lecture: "Beyond Extinction,"
4 p.m., WSH 207.

SA.P.P.S.

Plant Sale, 7 am.-Noon, DH
Lobby

Student Health Services,
Department of Political
Science, Sigma Pi

Debate: ’Proposition 186,"
11:30am-1:30pm, ENG Auditorium. Call 924-6143.

SJSU Cheerleaders

Cheer workshop for tryouts,
7:30pm, Spartan Complex #6.
Call 924,5950.

Television Education
Network

Brown Bag Wellness Series:
"Alzheimer’s Disease," 12:15-1
p.m., IRC 302. Call Linda,
924-2636.
Sparta Guide is free and available to students, faculty & stall associations.
Deadline le 5pm two days before publication. Foine available at DBH 209. Entries
may be edited to allow for space restrictions

Jobs
From page I
Planning Placement Center has
assembled employers together
at one time for students.
In the past, Macy’s or J.C.
Penney on separate occasions
have had employers and representatives at San Jose State
University for holiday employment.
"This builds a career path for

students and we’re bringing
the opportunity to their doorstep," Melkonian said. "It’s a
good deal."
Business finance major Todd
Miller is in search of a part-time
job, and is thinking about going
to today’s event.
"Any experience is experience," Miller said.
Dress is casual and resumes
are not required.

expected to be reached. Last
weekend, J. Handel Evans, university president, went to Washington and met with alumni.
"It was really to meet a number of alumni and begin a series
of meetings across the country

mad said.
"It is funny, but in a way it
Isn’t," he said.
Craving for caffeine is specific to certain times of the
day or particular situations,
The
to
according
Encyclopedia of Psychoactive
Drugs.
Alex Chavarrla, a history
and social science double
major, used to drink a six-pack
of Pepsi everyday out of
habit.
"I used to always be up all
the time," said Chavarria. Now
he drinks coffee in the morning to keep warm and gain
some extra energy.

Interior design major Brent
Young drinks coffee once in a
while for that extra boost of
energy during crunch times
that demand late nights and
early mornings to finish projects.
He is not a regular coffee
his major
drinker, but
demands all-nighters, an
entire night that Is spent
studying or finishing projects.
"It (coffee consumption) Is
more by situation rather than
repetition," Young said.
The connection with the
lack of sleep and caffeine is a
concern to Rodenbaugh.
San Jose State University
students are taking an average of 12 units during the

to ircrease alumni involvement," Evans said, who anticipates future trips outside the
state, although none are currently planned
Another fund-raising method
is the new Senior Gift Program. While details are still
being worked out, students

graduating in May or August
of 1995 will be sent a letter asking for donations toward a
"Class of 1995" campus gift,
Sydnor said.
In return, donors will receive a more appreciative attitude front 51St.. as opposed
to the at
found at pri-

Evans: Addresses campus issues
From page 1
nity. They were very helpful
with the closing of San Carlos
Street," Evans said.
Construction will begin on the
San Carlos Street project
Monday, said Alan Freeman,
SJSU director of space management and facilities planning.
"We are leasing the street
from the city," Evans said.

"Upon completion of the construction, it will become the
property of the state. We get the
flat top of the street - the city
still has responsibility for the
pipes underneath."
Sitting in the middle of the
construction site is the historic
Scheller house. The court date
for considering the building’s
fate was moved to Oct 2g, said

Tom Simon of the San Jose
Preservation Action Council.
Until then there is a restraining
order against the University to
prevent it from demolishing
the house.
"We haven’t given up hope of
making plans to move it. We will
try to work const ruction so we
have as much time as possible to
get the house out,- Evans said

Test suggests chlamydia widespread
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Data
from a sensitive new test for the
sexually transmitted disease
chlamydia suggest that it is
even more widespread than previously believed, University of
California researchers say.
Chlamydia, the most common
sexually transmitted disease,
infects more than 4 million people a year in the United States,

according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
If undetected it can cause infertility and pelvic inflammatory
disease in women and pneumonia in their newborn children.
The new DNA-based test was
announced by UC San Francisco
researchers in the October
issue of the Journal of Clinical
Microbiology.

The report said 2,132 women
who came to obstetrics and
gynecology clinics or emergency rooms at four medical
centers around the country
were tested for chlamydia, arid
234 were found to be infected in
final laboratory results, Of
those, 82 were missed by the
standard test, but only 13 by
the new test, the report said.

MEXICALI, Mexico (AP) - A a March 3 shootout in Tijuana
special task force of federal between state and federal
police has returned to Mexico agents that killed a federal comCity without achieving its main mander, a state policeman and
goal - the capture of the broth- three others.
The homicide detective had
ers who control the cocaine,
marijuana and heroin trade in been accused of helping some
northwestern Mexico and along of the shootout suspects escape
custody that night.
the U.S. border.
Benjamin, Ramon and Javier
Once under arrest, Fiol
Arellano Felix are Mexico’s shocked Mexican officials by
most -wanted men because telling them that he had freed
of their alleged connection the shooting suspects on the
with last year’s slaying of a orders of his then-boss.
Fiol also said he had freed not
Roman Catholic cardinal in
just an underling, as first
Guadalajara.
The Mexican government has believed, but Ramon Arellano
spent the last year raiding Felix himself.
But Fiol then retracted those
homes the brothers own and
arresting their underlings. But statements, saying they were
the three have remained made under torture.
U.S. investigators believe the
elusive.
And although the crackdowns Arellanos arrived in Tijuana
have occasionally disrupted the about 15 years ago from Sinaloa
flow of drugs through the state. The shootout that killed
region, they have never halted cardinal is believed to be part
it, U.S. law-enforcement sources of a feud between them and
told the San Diego Union- another drug trafficker, Joaquin
Guzman.
Tribune.
The government began to
Instead, other drug traffickers
crack down after that shootout,
are taking up the slack.
The 200 federal agents, armed and the March 3 shootout in
with automatic weapons and a Tijuana.
"Their power base in Tijuana
pair of Huey helicopters,
arrived in this border city about is gone," a U.S. official told the
paper, on condition of ammyrnithree weeks ago.
They returned to Mexico City ty. "The people who would do
a few days ago after seizing the violent things for them have
more than 20 safe houses, had to go into hiding. cocaine labs, weapons and vehicles in Tijuana and Mexicali.
Among the seven people
arrested was Francisco Fiol
Santana, a former chief homicide investigator for the State
Judicial Police in Tijuana.
Fiol had been a fugitive since

semester and also working 20
hours a week, Rodenbaugh
said.
The combined workload
keeps students awake for an
additional 64 hours a week
not including extracurricular
activities.
Caffeine provides the extra
energy but too much caffeine
combined with a lack of sleep
can lead to inefficiency.
Rodenbaugh said.
Sleep Is the best rejuvenator, but students who need to
be awake on a more regular
basis should exercise more.
That exercise helps the body
rest more efficiently, thus the
person needs to rest less,
Rodenbaugh said.

vate colleges, Musselman said.
"I have a friend who graduated from an Ivy League college and if he gave $1,000, he
would get a thank you letter,
while at San Jose State, we
are more appreciative," Musselman said "We love our
donors
SO
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Swinging in the right direction
By June Pratt

,partaut Pasty Stall %tinter

His husky shoulders push out the
seams of his red polo shirt and his
hands could just as easily wrap around
a basketball, let alone a golfing iron.
Mike Ketcham’s impressive physique
matches that of the almost perfect record
of wins of his golf team at Scottsdale
Community College in Scottsdale.
Arizona where he coached for two years
oefore coming to SJSU late this summer
as the head coach of the men’s golf team.
"We were 84 -1 in conference play,"
he said."We lost only one conference
tournament the two years I was
!nere and we won two national
Alampionships."
Ketcham’s goal here is to win a
national championship at the NCAA
level and regards the rich golf tradition
as something to live up to at SJSU.
"Only 30 teams make it to the NCAA
tournament and last year SJSU finished
21st which is pretty darn respectable,"
he said.
When SJSU and its rival, UNLV, move
into the Western Athletic Conference
(WAC) in 1996,"it will be just a fantastic
move for not only golf, but the whole
athletic department and the university
itself," he said.
Six or seven WAC teams were on a
recent golf poll of the top 25 teams so
"we’ll have to have our boats loaded,"
said Ketcham.
Meanwhile, the Big West Conference
consists of head to head with regional,
conference and national playoffs "if we
make it" and five invitationals with at
least 10 to 15 collegiate teams competing, he said.
"College golf has taken off so big in the
last 10 to15 years and everything is invitational," he said.
Tournaments and the travel connect-

Swinging a six-iron outside his South Campus office, the men’s golf coach Mike Ketcham has hopes for the 10-member team.
ed with them, increase the time and
demands made on college golf players.
"They miss more school than any
other college sport," said Ketcham.
"They’re here to go to school, play
golf and represent the university as a
member of the golf team ... and at the
same time be on top of their studies,"
he said.
Ketcham can identify with the heat
and pressure, having played golf on
his high school team in Ottumwa, Iowa,

"It’s a tournament to tournament situation, depending on how the kids
play," he said.
"He’s our generation," said Aaron
Oberholser, sophomore and one of
three key players.
"He’s a serious motivator and knows
how to deal with us."
"The team unity is fantastic, the work
ethic outstanding, and they’re real
’coachable’ and a joy to be around,"
said Ketcham.

on his college team at the University
of Arkansas in Fayetteville, and on the
professional tour overseas for three
and a half years.
He applies the pressure on his 10
players by making them "qualify" for a
tournament but they are "exempt"
from qualifying if they play well and
are eligble for the next one.
Five players go to a tournament,
Ketcham
said,
and
the
four
lowest scores count.

There may be some inexperience
on his young team of 10 players,
but key players Oberholser, Steve Woods
and Justin Wright are returning this year,
he said.
Woods, winner of the 1994 California
Amateur State Championship, said
Ketcham is extremely competitive but
keeps it in context.
"He’s always there to help us and
has brought the team together a lot
more," Woods said.
"1 love the competition and challenge of golf," Wright said," and
Ketcham is helping us accomplish our
goals."
Both Wright and Woods intend to
turn professional after college.
Whether at the professional or college
level of play, Ketcham said, "It’s such a
fine line between who makes it and who
doesn’t, and what it comes down to ... is
99 percent mental."
He might "fine tune" a swing,
but he says he concentrates on
mental maturity on the golf course,
game strategy and preparation for a
tournament.
Ketcham said they have structured,
organized practice on some of "the top
125, if not 50 golf courses of the
world," affording his players the most
challenging golf possible
"We play at San Jose Country Club,
Almaden Country Club, Cypress,
Pebble Beach and our home course,
Pasatiempo," he said. "This is a golfer’s
paradise."
Dr. Tom Brennan, director of athletics,
said it is important that players are given
every opportunity to develop their
potential.
"Here we have great courses, great
weather and a coach whose association as a player with the game is bound
to inspire these young men."

Spartans lose game, linebacker loses his biggest fan
By Jim Seimas
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

San Jose State linebacker Dan
Godfrey, the defense’s team captain, has hit a lot of people. But
on Wednesday at 6:10 a.m., he
took the hardest hit of his life.
He was t with the news that
his father, Anthony, after one
year of illness, had died at the
age of 50.
Godfrey. 22, missed last
week’s game against Cal to
spend the week with his family

Monday which allowed
and his ailing father.
He flew up from
Godfrey to play his first
game in two weeks.
Torrance to Seattle,
Although Godfrey
arriving at 9:09 Satwasn’t with his father
urday morning to
at the time of his
help his team take on
death, they exchanged
Washington at Husky
earlier that
Stadium at 12:30 p.m.
words
Godfr ey
week.
"I think that was a
tremendous thing
"We told each other
that Dan would
how much we loved
want to be with his squad," said each other and the whole bit,"
Spartans Coach John Ralston.
Godfrey said. "He’s my biggest
The funeral was set over until fan. I don’t think I’ll have anoth-
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by sharing a team-high nine
tackles.
One of his bigger hits
came on a third-down-and-two
handoff to Heisman Trophy
candidate, Napoleon Kaufman,
which resulted in a loss of
four yards.
"Anytime your teammates
pull for you that much, you
got to do something. I just
wanted to play my heart out for
my father and for them,"
Godfrey said.

COSTUMES FOR

HALLOWEEN
--VF-

eStar Trek.
Baby Bob, Disney,Batm an,
Cahvoman, Alladin, Marvel Comics,
Jurassic Park and 1000’s of others.
Large Selection in Stock. Costumes,
wigs. make-up and hats too!
Haunted House Supplies

at 9 1(1pro

BOUND & GAGGED

OFF THE LEASH

Leon Neal, a former teammate
of Godfrey’s at Paramount High
School in Torrance.
Neal embraced Godfrey following Washington’s 34-20 win,
while wearing a T-shirt previously under his pads and jersey
that read, ’Mr. Godfrey R.I.P.’
"He was very close to his
father and I think the players
recognized that. Dan Godfrey is
one of those players’ player,"
Ralston said.
Godfrey ended the game

PADDY’S PINT NIGHT IS HERE

WECtaA61c;
HOzr
Fraternities

er fan like it. He still is my
biggest fan."
The team rallied around
Godfrey, by wearing black socks
and wristbands in memory of
his father.
"He’s the heart of our
said
linebacker
defense,"
Theron Miller. "Everyone just
tried to look inside themselves
and give it everything they got."
His loss even touched the
hearts of players on the
Washington squad, especially

BY JACK OMAN
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1512 Soratogo-Sunnyvol Rd San lose

(408) 446-1755
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Skinhead attacks up in Germany
POTSDAM, Germany (AP) Three
rightist
skinheads
pushed a woman off a downtown streetcar during the rush
hour after she tried to protect
an older woman who was being
harassed, police said Tuesday.
The 34-year-old woman was
hospitalized with a serious hip
injury. Authorities offered a
$13,000 reward for information
leading to the arrest of the
skinheads.
The
shoving
occurred
Monday afternoon during rush
hour, but no witnesses had
come forward, although the
streetcar "surely was not empty
at that time," a police statement
said Tuesday.
In Berlin, police arrested two
men who insulted a Turk and a
Tamil and used the raised-arm
Nazi salute, police said.
Skinheads rampaged through
Berlin commuter trains over the

weekend, beating and robbing
passengers.
Describing the incident in
Potsdam, police said the three
skinheads apparently became
Incensed when the woman
stepped in to protect an older
woman they had been insulting
and threatening to stab unless
she turned over her money.
After the 34-year-old helped
the older woman get off the
streetcar, the skinheads pushed
her off at the next stop in central Potsdam.
"This crime, which came after
one woman citizen tried to
protect another, must be dealt
with without hesitation and
toughness," state Gov. Manfred
Stolpe said.
There has been a string of
attacks and incidents involving
right-wing skinheads in the
Berlin and Potsdam area over
the past several weeks.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

VOLUNTEERS

AUTO FOR SALE
65 VW CAMPER new engine,
qpnopy. fridge, bed, closets. linoleum.
No smog needed, goes anywhere.
$1200/offer. 408-927.7147.
86 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & SiNer w/
dk red interior. Excellent condition.
$6.800. Gene: 2853994.

EMPLOYMENT
FULL a PART TIME VALETS
hours. Apply in person at
Flexible
2752 DeLaCruz13/vd. Santa Clara
Park & Service.

BUOY WORKING WITH CHLORIN/
Small World Schools is currently
hiring for F/T & P/T positions for
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
shifts available in San Jose, Belmont, Millbrae & San Bruno. Also
hiring for substitutes flexible
scheduling does not interfere with
school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE
or 6 ECE completed + current
ECE enrollment for all positions.
Benefits & an abundance of
growth opportunities! Please call
408257-7326 to whedule interview.
EARN MONEY while you do your
homework. BURNS INTL SECURITY.
Openings, All Shifts: P/T & F/T.
Call 729-6168 for appointment.
HEALTH CWB COUNTERPERSON
P/T Eveniigs & Weekerds Reit nous
WANTED: Self-motivated, outgoing team player. Will train.
APPLY: Mon. Fri. 10am 4pm.
199 E. Middlefield Rd. Mt. View.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
Sports minded students to make
S1.50.-$225. weekly, working
17-25 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
(No phone sales or agency)
Call Kristi for info: 249-8446.
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s
campaign to protect ground water
and promote green technology.
Committed workers needed 1:3010:00 for fundraising/organizing.
Make a difference while making a
IMng. 288-7882. EOE.
VALETS FULL a PART TIME
Flexible hours. Apply in person at
2752 OeLaCruz Blvd. Santa Clara
Park & Service.
PE TEACHER small private school.
3 hrsAvit $10/hr. Work w/grades
1-5. Program is noncompetitive,
fair play, skills development, age
appropriate team sports. RN: Ruth
Kaplan, 377-1595.
PART TIME
TEACHERS
Dedicated professionals sought to
child care
age
work at school
sites in South San Jose. Great
12
benefits.
schedules. training &
completed units in ECE or Child
call
Development required. Please
Mickle at (408)6291185. EOE.
PAirrilla LANGUAGE Instructors
Teach children or adults. Send
resume to International Language
Ctr. 1044 E 0 Camino Real #354,
Sunnnyvale. CA 94087 ASAP.
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Kidnapping halts peace at Gaza Strip
West Bank town of Jericho.
Rabin has repeatedly urged
Arafat to crack down on Islamic
fundamentalists who oppose
peace with the Jewish state.
Arafat condemned the kidnapping but had previously
refrained from confronting the
fundamentalists, fearing that
any attempt to disarm them or
arrest their leaders would result
in a civil war.
"Any harm to (the) soldier
kidnapped by the Hamas or
delay In the return of the soldier
is likely to have (a) very
detrimental effect on the future
relations between Israel and the
Palestinian Authority, and the
continuation of the peace
process," said a statement from
Rabin’s office.
"This is the true test for the
Palestinian Authority."
Israel also suspended negotia-

JERUSALEM (AP) - Israel
suspended peace negotiations
with the Palestinians and sealed
off the Gaza Strip indefinitely
Tuesday after Islamic militants
kidnapped an Israeli soldier and
threatened to kill him.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
telephoned Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat and held him
responsible for the safe return
of the soldier, Cpl. Nachshon
Waxman, who was kidnapped
by the fundamentalist Hamas
group.
Hamas threatened to kill
Waxman unless Israel frees
the group’s leader and other
jailed Muslim fundamentalists.
It was the most serious
threat to the bilateral peace
process since Palestinians
won limited autonomy in May,
and Israel withdrew its troops
from the Gaza Strip and the

In Gaza, Arafat condemned
the kidnapping and accused
Hamas of provocation. He
promised to work for the
soldier’s release.
Israel radio reported that
Secretary of State Warren
Christopher, who is in the
region brokering peace between
Israel and Syria, telephoned
both Rabin and Arafat over the
developments.
Army radio said a special
Israeli Cabinet session was
scheduled for today.
Waxman, 20, had been missing since Sunday, when he traveled, carrying an M-16 assault
rifle, from his home in
Jerusalem toward his army
base.
A Hamas leaflet gave the
Israeli government until 9 a.m.
Friday to release the Muslim
leaders.

tions on Palestinian elections
underway in Cairo, Egypt,
Rabin’s office said. Rabin summoned the head of the Israeli
Dani
Gen.
Maj.
team,
Rothschild, to Jerusalem for
consultations.
The crisis erupted amid
reports that both Rabin and
Arafat were to receive the Nobel
Peace Prize this week for the
treaty they signed last year
granting Palestinians self-rule.
News of the kidnapping came
two days after Hamas militants
sprayed a busy cafe district in
central Jerusalem with gunfire,
killing two bystanders. Hamas
warned that more attacks would
follow.
"Rabin is to receive the Nobel
Peace Prize, but peace as we
see it is very far away from us,"
said the kidnapped soldier’s
father, Yehuda Waxman.
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there any guarantee impled. The
Apply: Mon.- Fri., 8am. - 5prn.
classified columns of the Spartan
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose
(408)286-5880
Daily consist of paid advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
GET A JOB! We are Takeout Taxi,
America’s largest dinner delivery
service. We deliver dinners from
restaurants like Chilis, TGI Fridays,
8, Marie Callenders to homes &
businesses. Many SJSU students
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge. have enjoyed our flexible 8, friendly
work environment. You can too. Cu
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
posbcrts are pat tine in the esenngs.
Cal this rtstified sexrd. 369-9401.
For brochure see A.S. Office Of
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Mobile Welter/Weltrees: Deliver
from the restaurant to the ctgorner’s
home or business. Earn 59-512/hr
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season. We need you to start on Jose. Cash tips nigntlyffl 3699401.
Oct 15. If you are interested
please contact Coach Keith Moss COSMETICS
Need idviviclluals with great people
at 924-1221.
skills to manage and promote
newly released international beauty
B E A FRIEND!
line. (408)988-2030.
Caring and friendly volunteers
needed to help individuals
MARKETING
with mental illness become
Environmental/Nutrition Co. seeking
independent! Flexible hours!
outgoing individuals with outstandTraining and support given.
ing leadership abilities. PT/FT, will
Gain practical experience for
train. Telecommunication positions
psychology, social work, OT,
also available reselling surplus
nursing or related fields.
digital long distance service of top
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 or 408/287-2132. long distance carriers. PT/FT, will
train. Call Mark 408733-3933.

Wednesday,

Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts,
Big-O-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara,
Mon. Fri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4.
261-4430.

2 EkdraomApaIrrant S750/mo.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

Certain advertisements in
these COlUITS may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefuNy investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST is
now accepting students wishing
to excel in Guitar or Bass.
Beginning, Intermediate, and
Advanced welcome. All styles
including: Rock, Jazz, Blues,
Funk, Reggae, Fusion, and
Folk. Call 408-298-6124.

SALES SPORTS
FUN PART TIME JOB
Helping U.S.A. Amateur Athletes
with training opportunities to
prepare for International &
hopefully, Olympic competitions
5.9 Mon-Frl +10-2 Sat
EARN $6.00- $12.00hr
Manager 18+ w/ car
EARN $600 TO $900 MO.
SCOTT (408) 982-9601.

Student Voice Mall $7. Month*
No more missed messages!
Rent your own private, passwordprotected voice mail box
(*3 month minimum). Pager
notification and group boxes
available. Call today for free
recorded message. 24 hour
access. 408-261-9880.

ROOMMATES

MEN & WOMEN . BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest- Lip Bikini - Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. first appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31,
1994, Hair Today Gone TOfflOrT0w,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell . (408)379.3500.

RENTAL HOUSING

a

TRAVEL

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.
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HEALTH/BEAUTY

NOT JUST WORD PROCESSING
Turabian, Chicago. etc.
Resumes, cover letters, term
papers. theses. and much more.
Word and FrameMaker can
import. convert &edit diskettes.
Illustration and graphics.
We are professional writers/
editors with scientific and
liberal arts backgrounds. We’ll
listen to you, and we meet
deadlines. Two blocks from
campus. Japanese services
available. Call Brian or
Wallace at 408.294.5964.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing. Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul coVirginia 408.251-0449
I HATE TO TYPEI
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie- 445-0707.

NanoNAL / Aosvcr RATES CALL 408-924-3277
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After the afth day, rate increases by $1 per day. San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled adS
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
In QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 984-3277
Foss’
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY
Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA,
MLA, and Turabian formats;
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.

1

WORD PROCESSING

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

Ad Rates:

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing,.
Tneses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. letters, etc.
Al! formats. especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
Break out of the prison of pain.
Free yourself to once again do the
things you have always enjoyed.
Feel better emotionally 8, physically.
Quick and affordable, drugless
pain relief. Call (408) 374-4960
Pain Relief Center for free 16 page WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA+
booklet on chronic pain.
"Term papers Group projects
*Thesis Letters "Applications
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
INSURANCE
Unwanted hair removed forever.
*Rearms *Tape transcription. etc.
Nosing/Math/Science/English.
Specialist. Confidential.
AUTO INSURANCE
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
Your own probe or disposable.
Campus Insurance Service
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-5858.
Special Student Programs
247-7486.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
213316 PROFESSIONAL Emedence.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Typing & transcription for ALL your
50% DISCOUNT’
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
needs including COLOR. Copying,
SPECIAL. DISCOUNTS
binding & FAX available. Pick up
Enhance your natural beauty!
"Good Student" "Family Mutti.car"
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Timeliness & satisfaction
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994.
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
405-3794500
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
Hair Today Gone TOITIO1TOW
NO OBUGA11ON
at (408)369-8614.
621 E Campbell Ave. #17,
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Campbell, CA 95008.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT1
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE CIASSIDo it in ye Spartan Daily.NGThe paper
Are you tired of neck pain, for, by & about SJSU students.
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
headaches and low back pain
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
from long hours of studying?
"Alumni" serving "Students"
...Talk to me, I’ll help you.
Come see Dr. Galla for a
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Uc? Free Spinal Exam. 408-998-4480
Bascom / 280.
Call me. (Don) 408-247-3734.
lk
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!

P/T RESEARCH ASSISTANT
Available, Broad Academic
background in Social Science.
Proficient on Mac. General
knowledge of library databases
and bibliography materials.
Excellent References. Call:
REMODELED VICTORIAN, Art (415) 327-4609.
Deco. Close to SJSU, very
GENERAL/TECHINICAL
MARKETING PROMOTIONS Does nice. $350 mo. Plus deposit.
Research/EdItling/Proofreading
earning aver $10k/mo appeal to M/F, N/S. 298-9429.
Write Now, 1408i 7384436.
you? Need indiv. to manage & promote sales for int’l mktg co. Travel
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
optional. Training. 408.988-1714.
subject. Why suffer and get poor
AUTO INSURANCE
BEDROOM 1 BATH Apr. 8425/mo grades when help is just a call
GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOBI
Accepting New Drivers
Join Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition’s + 425/dep. 1111 S. 10th St. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
Student Discount: 25%
Good
with
assists
teacher)
college
2588543.
S.
Campus.
Valley’s
Near
to
protect
the
campaign
Good Driver Discount: 20%
research & writing. Tutorial also
failing ground water. Committed
Discounts Available
Other
confidential.
caring,
Friendly.
BR.
APT.
avail.
RENT
A
SPACIOUS
1
for
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm
Other Insurance Available
fundraising/community organizing. in landmark bldg. Huge windows, Convenient Peninsula location.
(408)2676067
SHIRLEY
Call
specialist.
Dissertation/thesis
miniblinds,
new
appliances
Make a difference while making a
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C. Samples & references available.
living. 288.7882. EOE.
spoken.
langs.
&
other
Chinese
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE
ACCOUNTING. I used to be an gated covered parking, laundry Foreigners welcome! Call today
No one can hang with our rates.
accountant earning $30k a year. room.Great views! 1 blk from for free phone consultation:
Call the others first,
After switching careers. I’ve earned campus. 2 parsons OK. Rent from (415) 525-0505. ask for Daniel.
OR
over $10k my first month working $650. Aspen Vintage Tower
Save Time & Money
AFFORDABLE
for a marketing & promotions ccm 297-4705.
and Call Us Now!
LEGAL CLINIC
miry, bokig kr positive individuals
408-246-6644 ask for Rangy,
Attorneys & Paralegals
CLEAN QUIET, 1 block to camto do the same. 408.9848031.
or page 408-951-8003 anytime!
Immigration &Traffic Problems
pus. Secure parking. 3 br./2 ba:
Can’t
get away? I’ll go to you!
Bankruptcy
Divorce
&
$850.,
only
1
avail.
289-1535.
mail,
Direct
ASST.
MARKETING
Personal Injury
general office, computers, good
*
All
Legal
Matters
BATH,
3
blks
off
with details. 57.15/ hour. 15-20 2 BDRM / 2
(408) 286-8087
campus. Includes water, garbage
hr/wk. Call 243-9173.
& cable TV. Laundry and parking
HITCH THE SKIES!!
avail. $750./mo. + $600./dep. WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
Europe - $249.
No last month. Ask about $200 Versatile, expert staff. Fast
with scheduled increases.
Hawaii / Chicago $129.
turnaround, free fax delivery.
move-in bonus! Call 295-5256.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Long experience Peiping ESL Call For Free Program Description
Full-time or Part-time
AIRHITCHfi
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. students. Call 800-777-7901.
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
1-800-397-1098
Large 2 bdrrn/2 ha. 8745-$796/mo
FULL TRAINING
Professional
HELP.
WRITING
Walk
or
management.
Responsive
BENEFITS
EXCELLENT
ride bike to school. Very clean, editing, rewriting, proofing, ghost- STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
roomy & remodeled. Security type writing. Letters, reports, books, Lowest Air Fares Available
Medical/Dental Insurance
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors. essays, theses, articles, etc. For Call for Quotes
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
We Deliver
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V. more info please call Dave Bolick.
Apply: Mon.- Fri. 8am 5pm,
Ample parking. We take advance 510-601-9554. VISA/MASTER- Western Union Money Transfer
Vanguard Security Services
Express Travel Agency
United
O.K.
Emergencies
FAX.
CARD.
deposits. Call 288-9157.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
(408)279-2101
New 101 at San Tomas Expressway.
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS
easy going M/F Non-smoker to
share 2 bdrm 1 bath in quiet Willow Glen, near It. rail. $350./mo.
285-8553.

ENTERTAINMENT
REVEAL YOUR PERSONALITY
or Significant Other’s. To receive 2
page analysis, send handwritten
paragraph w/ signature, + $10.00
and s.a.s.e. to: Crystal. P.O. Box
7197-A, San Jose, CA 95150.

Please check
one classification:
amp,,s..;,,bs _He^:a
Greek Messagee_Roommates*
_Peal Estate
_Events.
_Announcements* _Services
_Lost and Found** _Health/Beauty
_Volunteers*
_Ride Share*
_Insurance
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Entertainmen!*
_Travel
_Electronics*
_Tutoring"
_Wanted*
_Word Process
_Emraoyment
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

AFFORDABLE a EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes. Letters,
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser IL All formats, specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable. and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). Plus
Save Addnonal1D%Per Referral’
SCHOLARSHIP’
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES!
Learn how to find little known
grants and scholarships on
your own or by using a low
cost matching service. Call
1-900-443-1145 Ext. 0 153. Cost
$1.95 per minute / 5 minute call.
Must be 18 or older. Infoservice,
Los Angeles, CA.
MONEY FOR COLLEGEM
Money is wafting for you right now
from Private Scholarships. Grants
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum.
For FREE literature and
application package,
CALL NOW! 408292-2400
leave name, address. phone.
88 BILLIONS ava,lable for your
education, all students qualify!
Free message I8001666-GRAD.
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ACROSS
1 Sacred picture
5 Asian peninsula
10 Get bored
14 Gambling town
15 Greek
marketplace
16 Jack fish
17 Out of the frying
pan. - the tire"
18 Cattleman’s
spread
19 Bunch of sheep
20 Rougher
22 Christmas or
Thanksgiving
24 Owns
25 Paddle
26 Actor Priestley
29 First gear
32 Footfalls
36 Jacob’s twin
37 Crannies
39 Extinct bird
40 Impulsive
43 Bo Derek’s
number
44 Icy rains
45 A single time
46 Get tangled
48 C&O and B&O
49 Ways
50 Poet’s always
521- a Teenage
Werewolf"
53 Party
provisioner
57 Old hand
61 Cameo shape
62 Of pontiffs
64 Burlap fiber
65 Only
66 - up the score
(ties)
67 Fusses
68 Raised (horses)
69 Dog’s chain
70 Cried
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DOWN

1 Tall flower
2 Bronze coin
3 Wise about
4 Lunchtime
5 Colts’ moms
6 Food additive
7 Actor Chaney
8 Foot part
9 Boorish person
10 Jeans partner
11 Chilled
(2- avis
13 Whirlpool
21 WriterFleming
23 Rope
26 Witticisms
27 Colorado resort
28 Steam bath
29 Metric measure
30 Yellow pigment
31 Sharpens
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34 Puerto Rican
port
35 Gluts
37 Gridiron grp
38 911 request
41 Famous
Canadian
doctor
42 Saskatchewai
town
47 Lurched
49 Tumbler s par
51 Ward oft
52 Type of corgi
rabbit
53 Rooster’s cret
54 Swear
55 Biblical weed
56 Rant and 57 Cargo vehicle
58 Not polite
59 Above
60 Robin’s home
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Iraq says it’s pulled back forces, U.S. continues buildup
KUWAIT (AP) Skepticism
over Saddam Hussein’s intentions prevailed Tuesday, with
the United States and its allies
continuing their massive military buildup in the Persian Gulf
despite reports that Iraqi troops
were pulling away from Kuwait.
Washington was assembling
its biggest military force since
the 1991 Gull War to face down
the Iraqi leader.

Rabin, Arafat
win Nobel
Peace Prize
Decision

prize

divides

committee

OSLO, Norway (AP) After a
contentious meeting, the Nobel
Peace Prize committee has
decided to give this year’s
award to Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin and PLO leader
Yasser Arafat, a Norwegian
newspaper reported today.
The report in the Oslo daily
Aftenposten preceded Friday’s
formal announcement of the
$933,000 award.
Arafat and Rabin gave a historic impetus to Middle East
peace with a handshake on
the White House lawn on Sept
13, 1993, that ended the taboo on formal recognition
between Israel and Palestinians. They signed a declaration of principles on limited
Palestinian self-rule as a first
step toward an overall peace
settlement between the two
long-time enemies.
Aftenposten, quoting unnamed sources, said the Nobel
committee had trouble deciding last Friday who should be
honored for achieving last
year’s historic Middle East
peace breakthrough.
The paper said the five-member committee’s decision to
include Arafat so angered one
member. Kare Kristiansen, that
he has threatened to resign
A long-time supporter of Israel.
he opposed giving the prize
to Arafat because he still
considers the PLO chairman a
terrorist.
Kristiansen did not confirm
or deny the report. When told
during an interview early today
with Israeli radio that some
Israelis would appreciate his
stand, Kristiansen answered.
"Thank you very much."
The chairman of the peace
prize committee, Francis Sejersted, refused comment today
and said any word on the
winners must wait until Friday,
the Norwegian news agency
NTB said.
Kristiansen would be the first
committee member to end his
term early in protest.
Aftenposten said the committee could still take the unprecedented step of changing its
decision and an unscheduled
meeting could be called before
Friday’s announcement in an
attempt to settle the dispute.
In Jerusalem, Rabin’s spokeswoman declined comment
today, saying the prime minister’s office has not been
Informed of any decision.
Arafat’s spokesman, Nabil
Abu Irdeineh, was not immediately available for comment.
said a secretary who answered
the phone in his office in
Gaza City.
Today’s report highlighted a
dispute on whether the prize.
the most coveted of the six
Nobel awards being given this
month, should be shared equally among both sides in the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Under current Nobel statutes, there should not be more
than three winners.
Other key players were
Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon
Peres and Mahmoud Abbas, a
founder of the Palestine
Liberation Organization who
signed the peace accord with
Israel last year in Washington.

Tens of thousands of Americans were still ordered into the
Gulf along with hundreds of U.S.
aircraft and warships.
The Pentagon acknowledged
some of the 80.000 Iraqi units
menacing Kuwait may be "moving from their combat positions."
"Considerable units" remain
in the area, said Gen. John
Shalikashvili, chairman of the
Joints Chiefs of Staff.

The Iraqi deployment toward
the Kuwaiti border "wasn’t just
some innocent exercise that
they were on and we misread
It," Shalikashvili said. "Far. far
from it.... I’m not at all prepared
to say the crisis is over in
any way."
Baghdad claimed its forces
began moving Monday night to a
position north of Basra, 35 miles
north of the Kuwaiti border.

The official Iraqi News Agency, monitored in Cyprus, quoted
Foreign Minister Mohammed
Said al-Sahhaf as saying the
pullback was largely completed
Tuesday. Only two brigades
were still near the border
and would withdraw soon, alSahhaf said.
Another agency dispatch said
the Foreign Ministry has asked
the Russian and Chinese

embassies to send their military
attaches to verify the pullback.
Journalists on the road to
Basra said troops and military
equipment were moving in both
directions, with heavy artillery
heading south.
Baghdad had claimed the
buildup was a routine rotation
and training exercise.
Kuwait’s information minister,
Sheik Saud al-Sabah, told The

Associated Press on Tuesday
that he was skeptical of the Iraqi
withdrawal announcement.
"They could withdraw a couple of tanks north ... and send
them back the next day," he
said. "We cannot tolerate this
kind of cat-and-mouse game
being played. Saddam has
always been playing these
games with us for the last two
years."
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Concert: " B-STRING JAZZ QUARTET
12 noon (S.U.A.)
FOOD BAZAAR Student Union and 9th St.
Non -Alcoholic Beverage Contest
8pm Dining Commons

Concert: ’1.n
phitheater (S.U.A.)
Student Union
Bill Cordes 7pm Student Union Ballroom
Homecoming court announcements at 6:30pm
Banner Contest

I ;

I 1111

11TH FR!:

18TH TUE:
Second Harvest Food Bank Canned Food Drive
in the Art Quad. 10am-2pm
Concert: "NAKED EARTH" 12 noon S.U.A.
Aqua-Maids 12 noon S.U.A.
Gallery Opening Bob Freimark Lecture/Reception
4:30pm-8pm Student Union Gallery
Health & Prevention Resource Fair
Student Union 10am-2pm

Yell Fest. with Crazy George 3pm
Concert: Elvin Bishop 4pm-6pm with the Spartan
Football team at 5pm S.U.A.

2.2TH SAT:

H

Concert: "TIE BROWNIES" 3:30pm-5:30pm
Spartan Stadium

tULI

Nevada at Reno

19TH WED:
12 noon S.U.A.
Concert: ’.ABT
FOOD BAZAAR Student Union and 9th St.
Arobithon with Len Kravitz 7pm-9pm Events Center Arena
Movie: 7pm-9pm Events Center Arena
Movie: "Blown Away" 7:30pm Student Union Ballroom
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Prey,

Coming to the neighborhood near you...
j%f.
Morris Dailey Auditorium
Friday, November 18, 8:00pm
the unforgettable stand-up

tf

’4 3V
-

11.

WINNER- NATIONAL CAMPUS ENTERTAINER OF THE YEAR- 1993
WINNER- NATIONAL CAMPUS COMEDIAN OF THE YEAR- 1993
WINNER- COMEDIAN OF THE YEAR FOR THE AMERICAN COMEDY AWARDS- 1993
MOST BOOKED ACT EVER ON THE COLLEGE MARKET (BROKE HARRY CHAPLIN’S RECORD)
I
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Pedro Zamora
from MTV’s "Real World" has become one of the most inspirational crusaders for AIDS Awareness. Zamora has lectured before the President’s National Commission on AIDS,
the most recent International AIDS Conference and many
other prestigious audiences. He is just one scheduled speaker
that will be brought to you by the A.S. Program Board.

ADMISSION:

I.

STUDENTS
52.00 GENERAL

S1.00

OCT. 2

6TH

Wednesday 7:00pm
student union ballroom

SCHEDULED SPEAKERS
UM VALUE:
an evening with

John Waters
John Waters discusses all forms of shock value: the beauty
of "good bad taste"; his crackpot obsessions (Baltimore hair
-do’s, murder trials, exploitation films): and his vision of
worldwide trashiness in all forms of entertainment.

ADMISSION:
55.00 STUDENTS
510.00 GENERAL
NOV.

1 OT H

Thursday 7:00pm
Morris Dailey Auditorium
(I
funded by A5socated Students

I

Director of Serial Mom, Cry Baby, Hairspray.
Polyester, Desperate Living, Female Trouble.
Pink Flamingos. Multiple Maniacs, and more

"TOMMY
LEE JONES
IS
!"

"JEFF
Jai 1Di
IS TRULY
MAGICAL:’

-Bill Britt, HBO

-Larry Ratliff,
NBC NEWS SYNDICATE

WN AWAY
Wednesday, October 26th
7:30pm Student Union Balir
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CLOSER
T AK E
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS...
There’s something for everyone!

LOOK!

Money does not just fall off of trees anymore!!!

Stop by the Associated Students Board of Directors meeting every Wednesday at 3PM and see
where your A.S. fees are going to. The Board meets in the Student Union Council Chambers.
Public forum time is set aside so YOU can tell the Directors what’s on your mind.

.e-

Over 200 recognized organizations

4,

’I 1111,

Meet new people with similar interests

s.

)t,

Social events

-a,

Recognition for academic achievements
Community service

-a,

And itther’e isn’t one for you, grab some f2ndsan.i
4ke your own!
lithe Stade
For more infonv....lion,24
-5950

/
ctivi

New Student Orientation

/

-fr’t

Office

\

OW THE ’0’ THING

Become a nr mber of the
1995-96 New,StuLtere Onehration Staff!
ec earn aca0441ccietikti.:;:e.
?

extens:iieeibaaershlp,JrCnrilng

"

work with over 150 fac-uify and staff

salary

’

rr!ocl the 11.,:,[15i4::nriiir’ 2000 new students
member.. of aigirri4learn,
.::01PPLIC,ATIONIAV4ICA8LE,MONDAY,OCTOVER:3411.7NE
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE
For more Information Call Sandy Hutater or
Frank Wado ot (408)924-5950
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Getting Involved at SJSU
?owl

Let.: au
VOTE

A.S. is a sponsor or(;et Out the Vote:
This November you better get out the ’ote.
Otherwise don’t complain!
It you need help getting registered, stop by the AS. office in the Student Union and just ask any
of the Directors or the Executives to help you out or call Denelle Fedor at 924-6240

Do you ever wonder who makes the decisions for San lose State
University? Who coordinates our movies, concerts, and forums? Who
provided the students of SJSU with the Transit Access Pass? Who
sponsors most of the events at SJSU for the benefit of the students?
55,003? Who allocates the Associated Students fee revenue of 1.5 million
dollars to students groups? The answer; the Associated Students. The
Associated Students is San Jose State University’s student government.
The government is broken down into three branches; the executive, the legislative, and judicial. The executive branch is the President,
Vice President, and Controller. The executive branch handles the day to
day workings of the Associated Students by following through on the
processing of fiscal matters, policies, and student representation.The
legislative branch is the AssociatedStudents Board of Directors. The board
consists of 13 elected members, and is the voice of the students and the
policy making body of the Association. It approves appointments, budgets,
and determines the functions of the Association committees, boards, and
agencies. The Board of Directors meets every Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the
Associated Students Council Chambers to make decisions on polices and
expenditures of funds. In addition to serving as members of the board, each
Director is empowered with his or her own specific area of responsibility,
depending on their position.
All of these positions are for a term of one year and are filled by
students in an election process which occurs in the Spring Semester. In
addition to the elected positions there arc over forty committees and one
hundred positions that allow students to participate and gain experience
working with the community, university administration, faculty, staff, and
alumni. These committees allow students to have a voice in decisions that
affect them as students and as future members of their communities.
The newly re-established Judicial Branch consists of four members, three Justices and a Chief Justice. The Judicial Branch has the
responsibility to rule on constitutional questions and determine the legality, under the Associated Students Bylaws, of an Associated Students
action.
Committee membership and campus involvement offers you the
opportunity to develop marketable professional skills, to keep ahead of
campus issues, and share your ideas directly with faculty and administration.
The committees available represents variety of student interest, concerns,
and issues. Committees range from Homecoming, Athletics, Child Care,
Academic Fairness, Lottery Funds, and Student Union Board of Directors
to name a few.
What is most important is that you ass student take the time to
involve yourself in the workings of student government and take part in
shaping SJSU as a student leader, whether it be as an elected member of the
Associated Students Government, or an appointed member of a Committee.
If you are interested in a committee position and would like a full
list of the committees available for student membership and an application
for a position stop by the Associated Students Office on the Third Floor of
the Student Union or call Tamara Collins, Director of personnel at 924
-6240.
There is no substitute for involvment. Siete the opportunity to
take an active part in San lose State University and remember, there’s more
to college than just the commute!

Need some $$$ for
your club’s events???
If your club is an A.S. recognized
club stop by the A.S. Office in the
Student Union building and ask on
how you could get some cash to get
your event going.
Associated
Students is always looking for events
that are worthwhile and beneficial to
the student body. If your events fall
in this category then stop by and see if
we can help you or call 924-6240 and
ask for James De La Cruz, your A.S.
Controller.
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Event: A.S. program Board’s
FREE noon concert
Time: Noon
Location: Amphitheatre

Event: A.S. Program Board’s
FREE noon concert
Time: Noon
Location: Amphitheatre

Event: A.S. Program Board’s
FREE noon concert
Time: Noon
Location: Amphitheatre

Event: Announcement of the
Homecoming Court
Time: 6:30 PM
Location: Student Union’s
Ballroom

Event: Aqua-Maids
performance*
Time: Noon
Location: Aquatic Center

Event: International Food
Bazaar
Time: 11 AM - 2 PM
Location: 9th Street

Event: Pep Center guest speaker
Bill Cordes
Time: 7 PM
Location: Student Union
Ballroom

Event: Canned Food Drive for
Secondary Harvest Food Bank
Time: 10 AM - 2 PM
Location: Art Quad

Event: Health & Prevention
Resource Fair
Time: 10 AM - 2 PM
Location: Student Union

Event: Aeorobithon hosted by
Len Kravitz*
Time: 7 PM - 9 PM
Location: Event Center Arena

Event: Movie "Blown Away"
Time: 7:30 PM
Location: Student Union
Ballroom
Event: Student Union Game
Area’s Roll Back the Price day*
Time: All day
Location: Student Union’s
Games Area

HOMECOMING
CALENDAR
THURSDAY

Event: A.S. Program Board’s
FREE noon concert
Time: Noon
Location: Amphitheatre

Event: International Food
Bazaar
Time: 11 AM - 2 PM
Location: 9th Street

Event: Non-Alcoholic Beverage
Contest
Time: TBA
Location: Dinning Commons

Event: Student Union Game
Area’s Roll Back the Price day*
Time: All day
Location: Student Union
Games Area

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Event: Yell Fest with Crazy
George
Time: 3 PM
Location: Amphitheatre

Event: A.S.Program Board
Presents: "The Brownies"
Time: 3:30 PM- 5:30 PM
Location: Stadium Tailgate area

Event: Elvin Bishop Live*
Time: 4 PM- 6 PM
Location: Arnphitheatre

Event: Football vs.
Nevada Reno
Time: 6 PM
Location: Spartan Stadium

Event: The Football Team Rush
Time: 5 PM
Location: Amphitheatre
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Session #2 Begins Oct. 24
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If you want to get in shape quick, this class will do it’ Step Aerobics is
the best overall cardiovascular and strengthening workout for your entire
body Using the latest up beat music and fun easy to follow routines,
the step is versatile to all fitness levels,

Cardio Funk
Experience a breakdown of popular funk dance moves in this class
Each funk move will be explained and repeated several times in easy to
follow movements The popular moves can be seen on MTV and VH1.
For example, a combination of moves such as roger rabbit, hip hop rhythm,
continuous play, and other high energy funk moves will be taught
Cardio Funk is "aerobic" so you will burn thousands of calories and use
muscles you didn’t know you had. You will have so much fun in this class
you’ll forget you are actually working out

Step-Hi/Low
Combo
Interested in losing weight? Stop Hi/Low Combo is a combination of
Hi/Low impact and step aerobics for 30 minutes, to burn lots of fat
calories. At the end of class we stretch and tone. Go at your own pace
and at your own level Oh, yeahit’s lots of fun, too.

L

L.

Body Toning
Looking to tighten up those soft spots on your body? This class is
designed to shape and tone your muscles. Through the use of weights
and resistance exercises, you will firm and tighten your body. This is not
a body building program, it is a toning program. This program consists of
stretching, the use of weights and our new resistance tubing that will
activate every part of your body and get you in shape. Get it all in only
30 minutes and go back to work or class feeling great!

Sports/Ski
Conditioning
Do you want to Improve your athletic performance, or lust your current
fitness level? Then try this new class, designed with the athlete in mind,
but great for any individual who wants a greater level of fitness.
Sports/Ski Conditioning combines cardiovascular training in the form
of Step Aerobics with sport specific muscular strength and
endurance training in intervals of lump roping with the Spaulding Sport
Rope, ski conditioning with the new Slide, weight training, and much
more all in a circuit format!

Water Fitness
Take the jolt out of exercising and do aerobics in the water Trim your
thighs, tighten your abs and strengthen your heart With no stress on
your joints, This class is great for everyone No swimming experience
is necessary.

Registration Ends Nov. 4
9245950
Fall
1994
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Fit Pass. This pass H
any 12 classes Create your own
schedule working out when you can, Just bring your Fit Pass card and
hand it over to the class monitor to validate with space available in their
class) The new, economy size Fit Pass is good for any 20 classes for
those who can’t get enough of a good thing Passes good for one

Dec. 16

semester only Fit Passes available until Nov 26
Drop-In Passes. Don’t want to commit? Okay lust stop by the Event
Center during any open class and purchase one of these from the
entry desk to attend $5 for students or faculty/staff. $6 for non students

Use This Fenn To Register! Register In the Associated Students Business Office in the Student Union Call 924-5960 tor more information
social security#

t7lame
Address
Phone
J Student/Staff J Non Student

Select the class(es) you would like to register for below, then enclose a check for the total amount Make checks payable to:
Step Aerobics
Step Aerobics
Water Fitness
Step Aerobics
Cardio Funk
Body Toning
Ski/Sports Cond
Step Hi/Low Combo
Step Aerobics
Step Aerobics

F120:
F121:
F122:
F123,
F124:
F125:
F126:
F127:
F128:
F129.

[M/VV 8:30-9:15am]
[MM//F 12:15-12:45pm]
[17TH 5:30-6:30pm)
[M/W 5:30-6:30pm]
[W 6:30-7:30pm]
[17TH 12:15-12:45pm]
[T/TH 4:30-5:30pm]
[17TH 5:30-6:30pm]
[17TH 6:30-7:30pm]
[Sat 10:00-11:00am]

J
a
J
J
J
a
a
a
J
J

$34
$38
$34
$36
$18
$28
$34
$36
$36
$21

student/staff
student/staff
student/staff
student/staff
student/staff
student/staff
student/staff
student/staff
student/staff
student/staff

a
a
...I
J
J
J
J
J
a
_I

$39
$43
$39
$41
$23
$33
$39
$41
$41
$26

nonstudent
nonstudent
nonstudent
nonstudent
nonstudent
nonstudent
nonstudent
nonstudent
nonstudent
nonstudent

No Classes Held Noy 23 After 5 PM Thru Nov 27
Notice: class availability is not guaranteed for Fit Pass users! Last day to buy Nov. 28, 1994
F150.
Fit Pass -(12 classes)
F151.
Fit Pass -(20 classes)
Fit Passes are valid for any open class through Dec 16

a $44 nonstudent
...I $39 student/staff
J $65 nonstudent
J $60 student/staff
No refunds, exchanges. or exceptions Non Transferable’

Registration Ends Nov. 4
9245950
^
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Indoor Socce

Sign -Ups End! Friday, October 28
Season Nov 7 - Dec 9
M -F 7-10 pm

Divisions men’s, women’s, coed
Questions? Tony Pacheco
924.5961

Badminton

Sign-Ups End! Friday, October 28
Season Nov. 7- Dec. 9
M-F; 7-10 pm

Divisions Doubles, Singles
men’s, women’s, coed

uestions? Mike Euglow

Intramurals:
how sign
1 Pick up blank rosters in the Student Activities Office.
2
3
4
5
6

92405959

Fill out the team’s names on rosters.
Pay your entry and forfeit fees in the A.S. Business Office.
Bring your completed roster & A.S.B.O. receipt to our office.
Make sure your captain attends the scheduled meeting.
Don’t have steam? Sign up as a Free Agent in the
Student Activities Office, and we will try to place you.

To organize a team, pick up an information packet and roster from
the Student Activities office (located in the Old Cafeteria) before the sign-up
deadline The packet will list when and where your sport is playing, the
number of players per team, the cost, and any other important details When
you are ready to sign-up your team, you must pay the sign-up fee at the
Associated Students Business Office (located in the Student Union, ground
floor) You will be required to pay a refundable forfeit fee also Finally, bring

your receipt and roster to the Studen
office to register your team
Do this as soon as possible Only students’
culty, and Open University
students with Associated Students Activity
e eligible to play
If you are looking for a team, come to the Students Activities
office and put your hame on oui Free Agent" list and we’ll find a team for
you You may also come to the captains meeting for your sport or slob by the
playing field the first day of play

L League Sign-Ups En
924.5950

ct. 28!

cuelebrate!
1*1 In 199 1
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SJSU STUDENT UNION

special events
TUESDAY, October 18
12:15-1pm

4:30-5pm

5-8pm
All Day

Synchronized Swimming Exhibition
by the Santa Clara Aquamaids
Aquatic Center
Remarks by Robert Friemark (first
artist to show in the Union Gallery), on
selected works from "The Yellow Period."
Reception in the Union Gallery

All Day

THURSDAY, October 20

4-6pm

Roll Back the Prices and Special Events
Bowling Center

WEDNESDAY, October 19

Roll Back the Prices and Special Events
Bowling Center
7-9PM Aerobithon featuring Len Kravitz and special
guest aerobic instructors. Proceeds to benefit
Rigo Chacon’s "Alorazos and Books" scholarships.
Event Center Arena

FRIDAY, October 21
FREE Concert! Elvin Bishop
Student Union Amphitheater

SATURDAY, October 22
3:305:30pm

Tailgate BBQ for the Student Services Division,
Spartan Shops, and Associated Students
For more information call the Information Center 924 6350

Associated Students

Multi -Ethnic &
Cultural Committee
The Associated Students Multi-Ethnic & Cultural
Committee was established to discuss, establish,
promote, and provide.
discuss ways of ending discrimination of all
types. (sexism, racism, ageism..)
Establish an environment that will foster
multiculturalism at S.J.S.U.
Promote events sponsored by student
organizations.
Provide materials and programs for students
who want to enhance their knowledge of ethnic and
cultural issues here at San Jose State.

If we are to succeed as a nation
both in international trade and in leadership for democracy, we
need to use the diverse cultural laboratory of our country as a
training ground for producing citizens who value diffeerences,
respect the validity of our perspectives, understand the
interdependency of people, and who have the interpersonal
skills to effectively communicate across all the spectra of
ethnicity, nationality, language, culture, gender, values , and
even political ideology.
It is less important for students to learn to appreciate ethnic
foods than it is for students to understand equal rights. Yet,
much of what we have taught under the rubric of "multi-cultural
education" has fallen into the trap of "Tacos on Tuesdays."
That is, the trap of teaching about cultures without teaching an
understanding of how cultural differences - or gender, class and
other differences - contribute to the unified whole of a
democratic nation.

-Mako Nakagawa

The A.S.M.E.C.C. assembles all the ethnic and cultural organizations on
campus, so that we can create an environment that emphasizes the importance
of multiculturalism in our society. By pooling our resources, we coordinate
multicultural activities, encourage youth empowerment, and promote an
action-oriented definition of diversity and multiculturalism.
Below is a short list of the organizations represented within the A.S.M.E.C.0
Black Student Union
Moulder Hall
Lambda Phi Epsilon
Sigma Omicron Pi
Model United Nations
Sikh Student Association
Chicanos/Latinos in Health Education
Nu Alpha Kappa
Ethnic Studies Task Force
Cambodian Student Association
Student Organizations of Diversity Advocating for Alternative Activities

A

. M

. .E

C. C.

If you would like mote infonnation about the A.S.M.E.C.0 or if you have any questions

please call Emmeil Davis, Director of Ethnic Affairs (924-6409) or Olivia Nunez. Director of Inter-Cultural Affairs (924-6417)
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If you were to look under the Student Union, what
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Associated Students Business Office
ASBO is a service organization for the Students of SJSU. Our operating monies are derived from the A.S. portion of your registration
Fees. Our goal at the Business Office is to make you feel comfortable and your life at San Jose State University as easy and
convenient as possible.
WE PROVIDE A WIDE RANGE
OF SERVICES SUCH AS:
S ACCOUNTINC
’A S. TRUST/CAMPUS OR(.3ANIZATION ACCOUNTS
*SPARTAN MEMORIAL WEDDING AND CEREMONIES
*CHECK CASHING
*COORDINATION OF SPECIAL EVENTS
DENTAL AND OPTICAL PLANs
*HEALTH INSURANCL
*LEGAL COUNSILING
*CAMPUS RECREATION SIGN-UPS
*MONEY ORDER SALES
PG&E PAYMENTS
*STAMPS
*TICKET SALES
FAX SERVICE
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OPEN FROM 8:30 AM TO 4:30 PM MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 924-6200

HAVE YOU HEARD OF
WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH
YOUR CONFIRMATION
CARD????
29 REASONS To USE Tini
TRANSIT ACCESS PROGRAM
WIIEN COMING TO SAN JOSE STATE I IN IVERSITY

WARNING!!!

d

Santa Clara

Palo Alto

Milpitas

mid I nail
Oki lirairrat

Mtn. View

THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

304,304A Mtn View
Call raiti Station

Calf iii)

TRANSIT ACCESS PROGRAM

1
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itr..r:

H, ,t,Ittat
Hi.11,1intj A 17th

65 Monroe &
Tranklin

HI Mc Kee & While

111/

68 San Jose
CalTram Station

64 Alum Rock
& Migueltto
300 Alum Rock &
White
22 Eastridge

Cupertino

UNLESS YOU SERIOUSLY CONSIDER USING

YOU’LL BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
FOLLOWING:
TRAFFIC CONGESTION
AIR AND WATER POLUTION
COMMUNITY SPIRIT DECAY
AND FINANCIAL MISMANAGEMENT.

81 Vallco
72 Monterey &
Softer
73 Snell &
Capitol

it, L awrence &
Moorpark

63 Almaden
Valley

Campbell

Transit Agency Service to
San Jose State University

Light Rail
Almaden

San Jose

\ Light Rail
Santa Teresa
Station
304/304A Santa
Teresa tight Rail
Station
Line 06
Santa Teresa
Hospital

Regular Route
Express Route
Light Rail

FOR INFORMATION CALL 924 -RIDE OR THE TAP COORDINATOR, ALFONSO DE ALBA AT 924-6243

64 Almaden
Light Rail Station

65 Almaden
Light Rail Station

82 Westgate
Shopping Center

THE TRANSIT ACCESS PROGRAM PROVIDES YOU WITH YOUR CURRENT ENROLLMENT/TRANSIT
CARD, ACCESS TO ALL SANTA CLARA COUNTY BUSES, LIGHT RAIL, AND EXPRESS ROUTES.

USE THE
TRANSIT ACCESS PROGRAM

YOU PAID FOR IT!!!

68 Ciavalin College

Gilroy

For Trip Planning information call:

AlTrans: 924-RIDE
Transit Agency: 321-2300

The Transit AM’S{ Program is
Snon.ored by The Susuciated
Students and in part h. he rims.
TraMc and Par 1,i n, a, 011ie,

THE A.S. PUBLIC RELATIONS BOARD
NEEDS YOUR HELP!
PLEASE FILL OUT THIS PORTION AND RETURN IT TO THE A.S. OFFICE IN THE
STUDENT UNION AND ASK FOR IT TO BE PUT IN MIKE YAGHMAI’S BOX.
HOW OLD ARE YOU?
DO YOU LIKE EARS NEW FORMAT?
WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE MORE OF?
WHAT DO YOU FIND BORING OR USELESS?
HOW DO YOU RATE TI1E EAR? (I=LOWEST,10=HI(;HEST)
CAN WE CONTACT YOU? IF YES, LEAVE NAME & NUMBER

